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Abstract: In the competitive electricity wholesale market, decisions regarding hydro generators are
generally made under uncertain conditions, such as pool price, hydrological affluence, and other
players’ strategies. From this perspective, this work presents a computational model formulation
with associated market intelligence and game theory tools to support a decision-making process in a
competitive environment. The idea behind using a market intelligence tool is to apply a stochastic
optimization model with an associated conditional value at risk metric defining a utility function,
which calculates the weight that the agents attribute to each stochastic variable associated with the
problem to be faced. Subsequently, this utility function is used to emulate the other agents’ strategies
based on their previous decisions. The final step finds the Nash equilibrium solution between a
player and their competitors. The methodology is applied to the monthly allocation of firm energy by
hydro generators under the current Brazilian regulatory framework. The results show a change in the
generators’ behavior over the years, from risk-neutral agents seeking to maximize their return with
88% of decisions based on spot price forecasts in 2015, to risk-averse agents with 100% of decisions
following a factor that is directly impacted by the hydrological affluence forecasts in 2018.

Keywords: market intelligence; decision making; risk analysis; stochastic processes; uncertainty

1. Introduction

In the competitive electricity wholesale market, trading decisions are generally made
under uncertain conditions depending on the variables associated with expected price,
demand, weather forecast, and competitors’ strategies [1].

In particular, knowledge about other players’ strategies becomes valuable information
to formulate individual strategies in a competitive environment wherein each agent’s
results are affected by its competitors’ decisions.

According to Li et al. [2], electricity price fluctuations are justified by the systems’
storage’s inability to smooth demand and supply shocks. From the generators’ perspective,
to hedge against price fluctuations, it is possible to set selling prices based on long-term
forward contracts with consumers or retailers [3]. However, forward contracts bring
generation obligations, where the net result between energy production and the contracted
amount is settled through the spot market. This can be an important and concerning issue
for renewable sources such as wind, solar, and hydro generation owing to their seasonality
characteristics and stochastic production behavior [4–6]. On the other hand, having a part
of their firm energy not associated with long-term contracts can provide huge financial
returns for generators in case of spot price spikes.

As a mechanism to hedge against hydrological risk, in 1998, the Brazilian electricity
sector introduced the Energy Reallocation Mechanism (ERM), where the energy production
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from hydro generators in several regions of Brazil is unified into a portfolio to combine their
complementarities and obtain a more stable cash flow [5]. In this framework, each hydro
generator receives its energy from ERM each month, according to its quota participation,
which is related to its Firm Energy Certificate (FEC) monthly allocation and the combined
energy generation of all ERM participants.

In this context, this work presents a stochastic optimization [7] model with an associ-
ated conditional value at risk (CVaR) metric [8] and market intelligence and game theory
tools to support the decision-making process of FEC monthly allocation (FECMA) for a
hydro generator in the Brazilian electricity sector.

The proposed methodology contributes to the literature by modeling a detailed
decision-making process considering uncertainties and emulating other players’ strate-
gies toward energy allocation in order to define an optimal strategy under a
competitive environment.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 begins with an overview
of the Brazilian electric power system and the ERM. Section 3 presents a literature review
of the FECMA decision process, game theory, and utility function in energy market appli-
cations. Section 4 describes the analysis method considered in this study and also presents
the market intelligence and game theory tools. Section 5 demonstrates the implementation
of the proposed framework with the numerical results obtained from a case study. Finally,
some concluding remarks and discussions are provided in Sections 6 and 7.

2. Brazilian Electric Power System Overview

According to EPE [9], the Brazilian electric power system had an installed capacity of
164 GW in 2019. The hydropower plants comprised 64% of this total installed capacity. This
hydropower predominance implies that the medium-term planning and the short-term
operation of the system are dependent on the affluence’s stochastic behavior.

Under the current Brazilian regulatory framework, medium-term planning and op-
eration are based on the rules of the centralized generation dispatch determined by the
National Electricity Independent System Operator (ONS). Furthermore, for defining the
generating plants’ dispatch to minimize the system operating cost, the ONS uses the fol-
lowing optimization models: NEWAVE for medium-term planning and DECOMP for
short-term operation. The problem formulation considers the stored water at system reser-
voirs, future water inflows to the river basins, demand forecasts, thermal power plant
operating costs, and the operational restrictions [10]. In addition, the models calculate the
system’s short-range marginal cost, which is the spot price in the Brazilian electricity mar-
ket after a cap and floor is applied by the Chamber of Electric Energy Commercialization
(CCEE) [4].

Energy Reallocation Mechanism (ERM)

As stated previously, the Brazilian generating system mix has a hydro predominance.
In addition, according to Susteras et al. [11] several hydropower plants with different own-
erships are established on the same river, and many of these reservoirs are multiannual. To
mitigate the impacts of those characteristics, the generation dispatch in Brazil is centralized,
where the decision of how much each power plant generates at any given time is made by
the system operator. The goal of this process is the optimization of the hydro resources [12].

To facilitate electricity trade, an energy credit, referred to as FEC, is allocated to each
hydroelectric power plant. The system’s total FEC is calculated based on a simulation of
hydrological scenarios, adopting a supply adequacy criterion. Initially, the total system
FEC represents the demand that could be supplied in 95% of the scenarios. Then, each
power plant holds a proportion of the total credit, in simplistic terms, according to its
marginal impact on the total system capacity [11].

The centralized dispatch significantly increased the exposure risk of hydro generators
to fluctuations in the wholesale spot prices (referred to as the spot price in the remainder
of this paper), which exhibit extreme volatility, since the power plants are not capable of
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producing electricity according to their contract portfolio, as their dispatch is defined by
ONS. For example, to optimize the water usage across the entire system, a hydro generator
could be instructed to generate above or below its contracted energy, with this difference
being settled at the spot market price.

Considering the above guidelines, in 1998, the ERM was introduced to manage the
risk associated with the centralized dispatch faced by hydro generators. The mechanism
ensures that, under normal operating conditions, hydro generators would receive the
income associated with their FEC by reallocating, just for spot market settlement purposes,
the generation from those in surplus to those in deficit. Therefore, the ERM multilateral
mechanism compensates for the effects of the centralized system’s “optimization” exposure.
Aiming to guarantee fairness and transparency, the ERM process represents part of the
wholesale energy market [11].

It is worthwhile to realize that ERM participants can allocate their annual FEC in
the form of monthly values to supply monthly contract variations and hedge against
spikes in the spot price. This process occurs every year in December, after which the ERM
counting process for the subsequent year is calculated according to the FECMA process for
the agents.

The generation scaling factor (GSF), measured on a monthly basis, corresponds to the
division between the total ERM generation and the sum of the agents’ FECMA. Therefore,
when the GSF value is greater than one, there exists a surplus production that is shared
between all ERM participants, and when the GSF value is lower than one, the production
is also shared between all ERM participants to ensure that all ERM participants have their
proportional FECMA. Consequently, all the generators will always be entitled to the same
proportion of their FECMA to face the spot market settlement. For every ERM participant,
the individual imbalance between the consolidated energy and committed FEC is then
settled in the spot market [13]. In this context, the definition of the FECMA for hydropower
plants can be described as a decision under uncertainties, where there exists a trade-off
between risk and return considering the spot price uncertainties, ERM generation, and
other players’ strategies.

Hydroelectric generation and GSF have been decreasing in recent years due to factors
such as renewable plant expansion and increased thermal dispatch, which result from
operational flexibility requirements, transmission line delays, and economic stagnation.
These aspects have originated extensive judicial proceedings and debt that currently
amounts to a value exceeding BRL 8.9 billion (BRL 1.00 ≈ EUR 0.17 ≈ USD 0.20, according
to the June 2021 quotation) [14].

It is important to note that, with the predominance of hydro generators in the Brazilian
market, spot prices are often higher during drought periods; therefore, the spot price is
negatively correlated with hydro production.

3. Literature Review and Article Contribution

Some scientific studies analyze the FECMA strategies and results. For example,
Dusse et al. [15] applied game theory concepts such as Nash equilibrium and Stackelberg
competition to maximize the hydro generator’s results from the FECMA. In addition to the
interesting proposal to use game theory concepts in the competitive environment of the
FECMA, the Stackelberg Competition involves a game with two stages where the leading
player exercises its strategy before the others, which is a distinct situation from the FECMA.

The game theory concepts are also utilized by Leonel et al. [16] to maximize the hydro
generator’s results from FECMA. In particular, the iterated dominance method, wherein
all dominated strategies are eliminated from the payoff matrix until only one profile of
strategies that represents the Nash equilibrium of the game remains, is applied to find the
solution of the ERM game represented by two players. Therefore, it is possible to analyze
the impact of one player’s strategy over the other player’s results from the perspectives of
expected return, associated risk, and the convex combination between expected risk and
return weighted by the agent’s risk aversion profile.
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Other methodologies, such as genetic algorithms applied by Sokei [17] and multiob-
jective functions utilized by Santos et al. [18], can also be found in the literature to support
the decision-making of FECMA. However, the behavior of ERM players has not been
investigated because it is considered as the premise that all ERM players will apply their
FECMA decision following the wet or dry periods of year or perform 100% throughout the
planning horizon or proceed as per the national system’s demand forecast.

Following the idea of supporting the FECMA’s decision-making, the present work
seeks to find a utility function that better describes the ERM players’ decisions. The idea
is to determine the weight that each piece of market information at the decision moment
carries in the players’ FECMA decision. Further, this utility function is used to anticipate
the sum of ERM players’ strategies considering the decisions of previous years and the
forecasts for the year in the analysis. The final step consists of finding the Nash equilibrium
between a real player and the sum of ERM players.

The concept of utility function is adopted in the following studies that involve the
energy market: by Greve et al. [19] to model the preferences of a system operator in the
ancillary service market, by Niromandfam et al. [20] to interpret the consumption decisions
of a rational consumer, and by Niromandfam et al. [21] to identify the customer preferences
and behavior against different risk hedging contracts provided by the electricity retailer.

The methodology presented in this work builds upon the methodologies from other
works in the literature for anticipating the market behavior of ERM players, thus providing
strong support for a rational decision of FECMA by considering the inherent decision-
making process variables and constraints.

The main contributions of this study are as follows: (i) development of a market
intelligence tool to identify the ERM players’ preferences and behavior against spot price,
demand, and GSF forecasts; (ii) support the FECMA decision of a real player by finding
the Nash equilibrium between its strategy against all of its competitors combined, where
the market strategies are anticipated using the market intelligence tool.

4. Method

The developed model aims to support an agent’s decision-making process by evalu-
ating the strategies that other players tend to adopt based on their previous decisions for
risk aversion. The methodology involves the use of a market intelligence tool and a game
theory tool. Figure 1 illustrates the applied process, where each step is further decomposed
into the depicted sections.

Figure 1. The proposed model.
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4.1. Market Intelligence Tool

The first step of this model consists of forecasting the other agents’ strategies based
on their previous decisions. The methodology applied to the market intelligence tool is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Market intelligence methodology.

Using market information such as demand, generation, and spot price forecasts from
different information sources at the decision moment, the model seeks a utility function
that better describes the agent’s decision by taking into account the entire analysis horizon.
The utility function evaluates the weight that the agent attributes to each stochastic variable
associated with the problem to be faced. Initially, cap and floor FECMA constraints are
input from data on the agent’s historical decisions, and the stochastic optimization model
is executed considering a unitary agent (FEC equals to 1 MWavg (MWavg is the energy
averaged by the number of hours of its term)) for each analysis criterion.

Subsequently, the allocation factors that represent each criterion are obtained by the
stochastic optimization model in the previous step. These allocation factors are confronted
with the agent’s decision by minimizing the quadratic error sum between the agent’s
decision and the agent’s utility function. Finally, the agent’s weight is determined for each
stochastic variable in the analysis.

4.1.1. Stochastic Optimization Model

The following equations describe the linear stochastic optimization model applied to
the market intelligence tool:

max (1− ρ)· ∑
s∈Ω

ps·Ri,s + ρ·
(

Ai −
1
α
· ∑

s∈Ω
ps·ai,s

)
(1)

such that : Ri,s = ∑
t∈T

fi,t·θs,t·πs,t·ht (2)
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Lmin ≤ fi,t ≤ Lmax (3)

∑
t∈T

fi,t·ht = ∑
t∈T

ht (4)

ai,s ≥ Ai − Ri,s (5)

ai,s ≥ 0 (6)

The objective function, which is given in Equation (1), follows the methodology
proposed by Camargo et al. [22], where the goal is to maximize the convex function
between the expected return and risk. It is weighted by a parameter ρ [%] that represents
the risk aversion profile of the decision-maker, considering each scenario s belonging to a
set of scenarios Ω [23]. The index i represents each stochastic variable in the analysis, the
variable Ai [BRL] corresponds to the value at risk (VaR) with a confidence interval α ∈ (0,1),
ps [%] is the probability of scenario s belonging to Ω, and ai,s is an auxiliary variable used
to calculate the CVaR of scenario s considering the stochastic variable i. The decision
variable fi,t [%] represents the FECMA factor of criterion i at time t for a unitary agent
(FEC = 1 MWavg). The expected return Ri,s in Equation (2) is calculated by multiplying
the decision variable fi,t, the GSF factor θs,t [%], the spot price πs,t [BRL/MWh], and the
number of hours at time t (ht); it can be considered as the spot market net income. In
Equation (1), according to Camargo et al. [22], it can be observed that ρ equal to 100%
represents a totally risk-averse agent, where the decision is taken only by accounting for
CVaR. In contrast, for a totally risk-neutral agent, ρ is null, and the decision is taken based
on the expected return. Intermediate values of ρ correspond to risk-aversion profiles that
weight both the expected return and CVaR in the decision.

Equations (3) and (4) are the constraints applied to the decision variable fi,t, where
Lmin and Lmax [%] correspond to the maximum and minimum constraints of the agent’s
FECMA decision at the analysis horizon. Furthermore, Equations (5) and (6) are constraints
used for computing the CVaR. The result is obtained considering all analysis horizons T
and for each scenario s and criterion i. It is worthwhile to note that Equation (2), which
is utilized for computing Ri,s, is related to the FECMA application. However, for other
energy market situations and for modeling purposes, this equation should be rewritten as
a linear function of the decision variable fi,t and should be properly selected for the specific
problem to be solved.

4.1.2. Utility Function

The second part of the market intelligence tool aims to find the utility function that
better represents the agent’s real decision in the analysis horizon. The following equations
describe the applied methodology: the objective function, given in Equation (7), minimizes
the quadratic error sum between the agent’s real decision (Dt) and the utility function
(Ut), in Equation (8), is composed of the linear combination of the factor fi,t, which is
obtained from the stochastic optimization model, and the decision variable wi [%], which
corresponds to the agent’s decision weight of each stochastic variable i.

min E = ∑
t∈T

(Dt −Ut)
2 (7)

such that : Ut = ∑
i∈I

fi,t · wi (8)

0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 (9)

∑
i∈I

wi = 1 (10)

Equations (9) and (10) correspond to the considered constraints where I represents the
set of stochastic variables in the study. Those constraints ensure that utility functions are a
linear combination of factor combination groups. After describing other players’ utility
functions in previous years, it is possible to emulate players’ strategies by considering the
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forecasts for the planning horizon and the agents’ decision weight for each variable in
previous years.

4.2. Game Theory Tool

The FECMA decision process could be represented by a game among ERM partici-
pants, where two or more players interact with each other in a conscious and objective
way aiming to maximize their results. Thus, game theory concepts, which according to
Fudemberg and Tirole [24] correspond to mathematical models to investigate a conflict
or cooperation between intelligent and rational decision makers, could be used to solve
this event.

The developed game theory tool finds the Nash equilibrium between the possible
market strategies and the agent’s strategies. Fudemberg and Tirole [24] defined the Nash
equilibrium as a combination of strategies where each player’s strategy represents the
optimal response to the other players’ strategies.

To find the Nash equilibrium, this work applies the iterated dominance method,
where all dominated strategies are eliminated from the payoff matrix until only one profile
of strategies that represents the Nash equilibrium remains. For more details, refer to
Fudemberg and Tirole [24].

5. Case Study

The proposed methodology was applied to support a hydro generator’s FECMA in
2019, under the current Brazilian regulatory framework related to ERM, considering the
sum of all agents’ decisions (market decisions) from 2014 to 2018 (the software FICO-
Xpress-Optimizer was used to carried out the simulations).

It is important to emphasize that the market intelligence and the game theory tools
previously introduced can be easily adapted for any application worldwide that has
similar rationality, altering the information used to describe the agents’ utility function and
rewriting the formulation to compute the expected return applied in Equation (1) according
to the problem to be solved.

5.1. Description
5.1.1. Criteria

Table 1 presents the criteria considered in this study to describe the ERM players’ decisions.

Table 1. Criteria in analysis.

Criterion Source of Information

Flat -
ERM default EPE

NW spot price return NEWAVE
NW spot price CVaR NEWAVE

NW spot price × GSF return NEWAVE
NW spot price × GSF CVaR NEWAVE

NW GSF NEWAVE
CCEE spot price CCEE

CCEE spot price × GSF CCEE
CCEE GSF CCEE

The Flat criterion corresponds to an FECMA equal to 100% for all months in the
simulation horizon. The ERM default criterion follows the demand forecast and was
informed by the Energy Research Company (EPE) before the beginning of each year. The
NW spot price return and the NW spot price CVaR criteria represent the expected return
and risk, considering the NEWAVE spot price forecasts obtained from CCEE and ONS [25].

A similar approach was used to obtain the NW spot price × GSF return and NW spot
price × GSF CVaR criteria, but with the addition of GSF NEWAVE forecast consideration.
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The criteria CCEE spot price and CCEE spot price × GSF also consider either only the
spot price forecast or the combination between spot price and GSF forecast. However, it
should be noted that as the information source, these criteria follow a deterministic scenario
provided monthly by CCEE [26]. Furthermore, the criteria NW GSF and CCEE GSF follow
only the GSF forecast from the NEWAVE and CCEE scenarios, respectively.

The Flat and ERM default criteria are the only ones in which the FECMA was pre-
viously established and did not have its allocation factors obtained by the stochastic
optimization model. For all other criteria, except NW GSF and CCEE GSF, the decision
variable fi,t [%], which represents the FECMA factor for criterion i in the study at time
t belonging to analysis horizon T, was calculated using Equations (1)–(6) before being
presented. For the criteria focus on return, the value of parameter ρ was equal to 0%,
whereas for CVaR criteria, it was equal to 100%.

For the NW GSF and CCEE GSF criteria, the objective function of the stochastic
optimization model discussed previously was computed using Equation (11). Here, the
aim was to find an FECMA factor fi,t, such that its multiplication with the GSF variable
(θs,t) tends to minimize the spot market exposure. The constraints specified in Equations
(3) and (4) are applied to the decision variable fi,t, and the result is obtained considering
the entire analysis horizon T and for each scenario s and criterion i considering only the
GSF variable (NW GSF or CCEE GSF).

f = max ∑
t∈T
|θs,t − θs,t· fi,t| (11)

With the fi,t values that represent the FECMA considering each criterion i presented
in Table 1 at time t belonging to analysis horizon T, it is possible to obtain the weight that
the sum of ERM agents tend to attribute to each criterion using Equations (7)–(10). In this
case, the previous data for the market decisions were obtained from CCEE [14].

5.1.2. Application of Game Theory to ERM

The game theory was applied to ERM following the methodology presented by Leonel
et al. [16], where the payoff is represented by the expected return Rk,s [BRL], as shown in
Equation (12), where k is the player’s index, πs,t [BRL/MWh] is the spot price at time t and
for scenario s, ht is the number of hours at time t, and EC

k,s,t [MWavg] corresponds to player
k’s FEC part committed to selling forward contracts. The variable EERM

k,s,t [MWavg], shown in
Equation (13), represents the player k’s energy allocation from the ERM accounting process,
where the factor fi,t corresponds to player k’s strategy of FECMA at time t, θs,t [%] is the
GSF value at time t and for scenario s, and FECk is the player k’s FEC. For simplification, the
expected financial return from long-term forward contracts was not examined; therefore,
the expected return considered only the spot market settlement.

Rk,s = ∑
t∈T

(
EERM

k,s,t − EC
k,s,t

)
·πs,t·ht (12)

EERM
k,s,t =

(
(FECk· fk,t)

(∑n
k=1 FECk· fk,t)

)
·

n

∑
k=1

FECk·θs,t (13)

The game was composed of two players (n = 2), where Player 1 represented the sum
of all ERM agents, and Player 2 was an ERM agent with FEC equal to 1 MWavg. First,
the model was run to emulate five strategies by Player 1 for 2019, considering the 2019
forecast data and using each year’s utility function inferred by the market intelligence tool
previously applied. These strategies were named according to their corresponding year:
2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018.

For Player 2′s strategies, each criterion from Table 1 was analyzed considering the
forecasts for 2019. To simplify the result presentation, the strategies with a similar pattern
were clustered in a single profile, resulting in six strategies of Player 2: CCEE GSF, CCEE
PLD, NW spot price return, NW spot price CVaR, NW spot price × GSF return, and
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Flat. For Player 1′s accounting, it was assumed that FEC equaled 55,352.6 MWavg [14],
and for variable EC

k,s,t, it was considered to be 80% of Player’s FEC for both players. The
players’ payoffs were calculated using the average forecasts for 2019 from the NEWAVE
historical simulation.

5.2. Scenarios

The spot price and GSF factor forecasts from NEWAVE scenarios [25] are plotted in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. P95 and P05 correspond to the 95th and 5th percentiles of the
2000 NEWAVE scenarios.

Figure 3. NEWAVE spot price forecasts for the years: (a) 2014; (b) 2015; (c) 2016; (d) 2017; (e) 2018; and (f) 2019.
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Figure 4. NEWAVE GSF forecasts for the years: (a) 2014; (b) 2015; (c) 2016; (d) 2017; (e) 2018; and (f) 2019.

Figure 5 shows the average spot price and GSF factor forecasts for 2019, considering
the NEWAVE historical simulation.
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Figure 5. NEWAVE historical simulation forecasts for 2019: (a) Spot price; and (b) GSF factor.

Figure 6 graphs the spot price and the GSF factor forecasts considering the CCEE
deterministic scenario [26]. It is important to know that CCEE forecasts started in only 2016.

Figure 6. CCEE forecasts for 2016 to 2019: (a) Spot price; and (b) GSF factor.

Figure 7 presents the FEC allocation that follows the ERM default criterion. It can be
noted that the ERM default criterion represents a risk-averse strategic, with an allocation
that varies only from 90% to 110%.

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. ERM default allocation factor for the years: (a) 2014; (b) 2015; (c) 2016; (d) 2017; (e) 2018; and (f) 2019.

5.3. Results

Figure 8 presents the market intelligence tool results, considering the sum of all agents’
allocation decisions for the years 2014 to 2018.

Figure 8. Results obtained for utility functions.

The results shown in Figure 8 indicate that, for the year 2014, the agents’ decision was
based on the ERM default criterion with a 71% weight.
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This pattern changed in 2015 with 88% weight on the NW spot price return. In 2016, it
was not possible to infer a criterion with significant representativeness, as the Flat criterion
was the major weight with 44% share. On the other hand, a higher participation of the GSF
criterion can be noticed for 2017 and 2018, which considers CCEE GSF, accounting for 90%
share in 2017, and NW GSF, having 100% share in 2018.

As explained in Section 5.1.2, Player 1′s (sum of all ERM agents) strategies of the
game study are emulated by crossing the utility function results shown in Figure 8 and
the FECMA factor ( fi,t) for each criterion presented in Table 1 considering the variables’
forecasts for 2019. The FECMA factors for 2019 were calculated using the stochastic
optimization model shown in Equations (1)–(6), and the values of 140% and 60% for Lmax

and Lmin, respectively, were applied to these factors as premise. Table 2 shows the FECMA
factors for 2019 utilized to project Player 1′s strategies, which are plotted in Figure 9.

Table 2. FECMA factors for 2019 [%].

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

CCEE spot price 0.61 0.61 1.32 1.00 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 0.61 0.61 0.61

CCEE spot price × GSF 0.61 0.61 1.32 1.00 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 0.61 0.61 0.61

CCEE GSF 0.91 0.86 0.88 0.97 1.03 1.10 1.03 1.12 1.09 1.04 1.01 0.96

NW spot price return 0.61 0.61 0.61 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.01 0.61 0.61

NW spot price CVaR 0.61 0.61 0.61 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.01 0.61 0.61

NW GSF 0.89 0.86 0.88 0.95 1.01 1.08 1.12 1.09 1.08 1.05 1.02 0.97

NW spot price × GFS return 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.05 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 1.32

NW spot price × GFS CVaR 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 1.32 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 1.05 1.32

ERM default 0.96 1.00 1.07 0.99 0.97 0.93 0.96 1.00 0.99 1.04 1.01 1.05

Flat 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Figure 9. Cont.
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Figure 9. Player 1’s strategies: (a) 2014; (b) 2015; (c) 2016; (d) 2017; and (e) 2018.

Figure 10 graphs Player 2′s (hydro generator with FEC equal to 1 MWavg) strategies
for 2019 emulated by the stochastic optimization model and considering each criterion pro-
vided in Table 1. As a premise, the values of 160% and 40% for Lmax and Lmin, respectively,
were applied. Furthermore, as explained in Section 5.1.2, to simplify the presentation of
results, strategies with similar patterns were clustered in one profile, resulting in Player 2′s
six strategies.

Figure 10. Cont.
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Figure 10. Player 2’s strategies: (a) CCEE GSF; (b) CCEE spot price; (c) NW spot price return; (d) NW spot price CVaR;
(e) NW spot price × GSF return; and (f) Flat.

Table 3 presents the payoff matrix obtained by applying the strategies shown in
Figures 9 and 10, where columns R.1 and R.2 represent the results of Player 1 and Player 2,
respectively. From the matrix results, it can be noticed that, independently of Player 2′s
strategy, Player 1 obtained a better payoff when opting for the same FEC decision allocation
of 2017, eliminating all the other Player 1′s strategies by the iterated dominance method.
Therefore, from Player 2′s perspective, the reduced matrix shows a better payoff associated
with the NW spot price × GSF return strategy, resulting in the profile of strategies (2017,
NW spot price × GSF return) as the Nash equilibrium of the game.

Table 3. Payoff matrix [millions of BRL] (the proposed methodology was applied by Leonel [27], where similar results
were found).

Player 2: Hydro Agent’s Strategies (FEC: 1 MWavg)

Player 1:
Market

Strategies
CCEE GSF CCEE Spot Price NW Spot Price

Return
NW Spot Price

CVaR
NW Spot

Price × GSF
Return

Flat

R. 1 R. 2 R. 1 R. 2 R. 1 R. 2 R. 1 R. 2 R. 1 R. 2 R. 1 R. 2

2014 5473.760 0.099 5473.760 0.081 5473.760 0.124 5473.760 0.050 5473.760 0.178 5473.760 0.112

2015 5473.667 0.176 5473.667 0.110 5473.667 0.239 5473.667 0.018 5473.667 0.344 5473.667 0.205

2016 5473.742 0.113 5473.742 0.047 5473.742 0.135 5473.742 0.026 5473.742 0.208 5473.742 0.130
2017 5473.761 0.098 5473.761 0.088 5473.761 0.132 5473.761 0.062 5473.761 0.187 5473.761 0.111

2018 5473.757 0.101 5473.757 0.088 5473.757 0.142 5473.757 0.061 5473.757 0.199 5473.757 0.115

In blue and red are highlighted, respectively, the Player 1’s dominant strategy and the Nash Equilibrium of the game.
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6. Discussion

This study presents a methodology of market intelligence and game theory tools
considering the representativeness of stochastic behavior of some variables by applying
a stochastic optimization model with an associated CVaR metric. The methodology also
provides a more important aid, as compared to previous studies, to anticipate market
behavior, providing strong support to rational decisions considering inherent decision-
making process variables and constraints.

Using the FECMA decision methodology presented under the current Brazilian regu-
latory framework related to ERM, a behavioral change was noticed in the decision taken
by the agents. Specifically, in 2015, the risk-neutral agents were inclined to maximize their
expected return, indicating that their allocation decision was based on spot price forecasts,
and in turn, the 2017 and 2018 results show the risk-averse agents defining their allocation
decision in order to hedge themselves against the low hydro generation perspective. This
behavioral change can be explained by the GSF factor’s decline in recent years, which
motivates agents to apply an FECMA decision to hedge against spot market settlement in
moments with a low GSF factor.

The application of the game theory model shows that the decision of a player with
significant representativeness in the system in terms of FEC directly impacts the results of
other players who have lower representativeness. Moreover, it was observed that when
facing a decision-making process in a competitive environment, and if the other players’
strategies are unknown, it is better to decide on a strategy that culminates in greater payoff
results, independent of other players’ strategies, even when this strategy is not the global
optimal strategy.

The game theory results show that for the expected return payoff matrix, the Nash
equilibrium corresponds to the profile of strategies in which the sum of ERM players apply
90% of the decision in the GSF factor forecast from the CCEE scenario (strategy 2017) and
the unitary agent chooses the strategy resulting from the multiplication between the GSF
and spot price forecast from NEWAVE scenarios considering one risk-neutral agent.

Some study limitations are related to the inability to analyze each ERM player as an
individual. Future studies could examine in detail some ERM agents considered as big
players, and for simplification, their results weighted by their FEC could be combined
into a strategy that represents the total market decision. Other possible improvements are
associated with agents’ portfolio contracts, where candidate contracts and flexibility causes
can also be considered in the decision-making process.

This study pays particular attention to the payoff results from the expected return
perspective. Future studies could evaluate the payoff from the risk perspective or use the
convex function between risk and return weighted by the agent’s risk aversion profile.
Additional future work may include forward contract customizations and the examination
of the COVID-19 pandemic’s impact on the ERM process.

There has been a significant focus on ERM regulation in the past years because a
constantly low GSF (less than 100%) causes players to question the operation dispatch. One
of the recent regulation changes aimed to restrict the allocation limits for 2022 to a range
based on the average of the last five years. The methodology and tools presented remain
valid even with these changes but only within a restricted result subset.

7. Conclusions

In a very competitive environment such as the electricity wholesale market, the antici-
pation of other players’ strategies represents an important aid to support a decision-making
process by decreasing the uncertainties regarding incomes and costs. Therefore, this article
proposes a computational model based on stochastic optimization, combining market
intelligence and game theory tools to emulate the market behavior and find the Nash
equilibrium between the strategies forecasted for the market and the agent’s strategies.

The proposed methodology was applied to the FECMA decision process under the
current Brazilian regulatory framework related to ERM, where the results show a distinct
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agents’ behavior to face the market price uncertainty, from neutral-risk agents seeking to
maximize their results and focusing their decisions on spot price forecasts to risk-averse
players trying to hedge against the hydrological risk.

Observing the Table 3 results, it can be noted that the proposed Player 2′s strategy
(NW spot price × GSF return) has a lower expected return equal to BRL 0.178 million
(when Player 1 chooses the 2014 strategy), which is 889% higher than its worst payoff
(BRL 0.018 million when Player 2 adopts the NW spot price CVaR and Player 1 uses the
2015 strategy). In addition, the NW spot price × GSF return strategy presented greater
results for Player 2 even when the Player 1 applied their dominant strategy (2017), resulting
in a Player 2′s payoff being 5% higher than that in their lower scenario for this strategy.

Although this article focuses the study case on the ERM process under the Brazilian
regulatory framework, the methodology can be easily readapted for any energy mar-
ket situation where competition between the agents exists, representing an interesting
tool to optimize a decision-making process into a competitive environment with uncer-
tainties involved, where it is important to consider the associated risk and the other
players’ strategies.
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